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PART I 
 

PREFACE 
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Youth and Ignorance in Contemporary American Poetry:   
Why We Need to Turn to the Eastern European Tradition 

 Growing up in the eastern suburbs of Cleveland, Ohio, I had the typical 

American, suburban childhood filled with typical moments that make fodder for good but 

unchallenging poems:  playing wiffle ball on dandelioned front yards; sitting in a park 

watching red and ocher leaves fall gingerly to the ground; rolling balls of ice into a 

snowman as my mother poured water for hot chocolate from the tea kettle, steaming the 

kitchen window; listening to the rain drumming my umbrella as I walked to the bus stop.   

Life was never very complicated for me or my sisters.  No, we had a model upbringing.  

And for that, I blame my parents, and America. 

 This isn’t the whole truth, of course, because life never is that simple.  There are 

always complications, whether small (schoolyard teasing of the boy who now wore 

glasses) or significant (deaths of relatives).  But even those moments were never 

overwhelming.  They paled in comparison to all the stories my grandmother wouldn’t tell 

us after we finished a family dinner.  When we prodded her to divulge everything she 

could about her life in rural villages in Eastern Poland, she spoke in half-Polish, half-

English and dismissed our nudging with a wave of a hand and guttural syllables we 

could never recognize as they trailed off into gentle whispers.   

 But snippets were revealed to me, slowly.  She worked her father’s farm before 

she met Stefan, a grandfather I’d never meet and who even my mother barely knew 

because he died of a brain aneurysm when she was eight.  My grandparents married at 

seventeen and had my aunt shortly thereafter.  I heard of the impossible compassion of 

a labor camp guard who looked away when he discovered a plug of smuggled tobacco 

poking out from a hole in my grandmother’s shoe.  And maybe this isn’t true, or at least 
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it might have been exaggerated.  But what could I have possibly faced in my childhood 

that would be comparable, even to an embellishment like that?  An-all-too-clichéd 

bully’s fist requesting I hand over my lunch money?  A pretty girl declining an invitation 

to a movie?  I feel ashamed for even thinking the past two sentences, let alone writing 

them.  There is nothing in my life that could come close to capturing the anguish my 

grandparents and aunt felt as they repaired train tracks in Germany in the early 1940s.  

Compared to the tragedy they experienced, my life and my problems feel very 

insignificant.   

 After my family’s time in Eastern Europe and their coming to the United States, 

life became much easier and less complicated.  If there were no potatoes in the house, 

all that had to be done was run to the store to buy some.  There wasn’t any need to 

plant, nurture, and harvest the vegetable, or any other produce needed to feed hungry 

children.  Instead of protecting our homeland against Russians eager to monopolize on 

having forged west to wage war against the Third Reich, quarrels over borders were 

limited to neighbors parking cars in my family’s “spot.”  These analogies might appear 

overblown, but the ease of this kind of suburban, Midwestern lifestyle has its 

drawbacks.  Not encountering any event as real as war, famine, or the struggle to 

discover one’s self in the midst of a half-dozen countries with their half-dozen 

languages, I have not had to search within myself to discover who I am or what I 

believe.  In this regard, I have lost out as both a person and as a poet.  I have never had 

to define myself in such terms, which led to flat poems with one-dimensional images 

and lifeless diction, work that didn’t challenge the reader to grasp the double meanings 

or subversive nature that rests beneath the poem’s surface.  These poems were not 
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what I want to write.  These are not the poems anyone should write.  I had to do much 

work to make the undemanding poems of my past fade away and only serve as 

reminders of what I did not want to speak for me.  And yet, I fear this lesson is not 

heeded by many poets.  There is an epidemic in American contemporary poetry in 

which poems become so inwardly focused, so full of the poet’s self-indulging 

cleverness, they become inside jokes of sorts that no one besides the people living right 

now in the United States can possibly enter.  There are a number of exceptions to this 

statement, and perhaps I am being more than overly harsh to what the past few 

decades have given us.  But there is another poetry which exists that speaks loudly to 

the globe, not just a narcissistic section of it:  that of Milosz, Zagajewski, Herbert, and 

other members of the Eastern European tradition.  Genuine, universal humanity inhabits 

their work.  Their poems extend beyond one moment in time or one place in order to 

make people feel what their speakers experience, to make others think about what else 

exists beyond their homes and their often all-too-narrow hearts.     

 I’d like to say that I began as a sophisticated reader who immediately saw the 

value in Eastern European poetry, but I’d be lying if I did.  When I first took a serious 

interest in poetry and how poems were made, I contented myself with reading American 

poetry.  After reading these American poets, I was held breathless because how could I 

ever aspire to such heights?  They could do things I barely dreamed of.  On more than 

one occasion I was overcome with the impossibility of writing as well as they did and do.  

I thought to myself, How could anyone be as focused and still feel light as Mark Strand?  

Can I ever manage to leave a mark on my audience through as utterly tangible an 

image and sensation as Stanley Kunitz can with his poems’ endings?  These questions 
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haunted me as I wrote, but I didn’t realize until I read outside contemporary American 

poetry that I was focusing on surface matters.  I had no idea how or where to end a line.  

I didn’t understand how to let an image or a motif resonate throughout an entire poem, 

creating an entirely unified poem in which every word in every line speaks to one 

another.  But I wanted to, I needed to, learn how.  These writers I loved so much were 

masters of technique, which is probably what drew me to them in the first place.  I had 

searched for mentors who could assist me in my development.  I needed to absorb how 

these poets used enjambments to create mystery and double meanings in the reader’s 

mind, how they decided to come upon the right adjectives and nouns for the poem, and 

how they developed a poem’s argument, all in the service of creating verse that rises 

and sings.  These skills are necessary for the beginning poet to learn, but craft is 

something entirely different from what the Eastern Europeans taught me:  how to 

ensure the emotion that drives a poet to write is not subordinate to technique, but rather 

seamlessly married to it. 

 Taking the suggestion of my undergraduate poetry professor, I set about reading 

European poets, from Rilke to Montale, Seferis to García Lorca.  They opened my eyes 

to other possibilities for poetry, ones American poets did not expose me to.  But it 

wasn’t until I read Adam Zagajewski’s work that I finally understood the forces behind 

and deep within poetry:  his directness in relating his speakers’ isolation in the face of 

disaster, both public and private, and the emotional efficiency of such descriptions.  I 

didn’t simply read his work; I inhabited it, digging down through the line breaks, the use 

of diction to create tone, everything that skims the poem’s surface in order to grasp how 

he managed to hit me in the deepest parts of my being.  His work, and those of his 
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Eastern European brothers and sisters, breathed new life into me but also terrified me.  

They engage the reader by incorporating an emotional immediacy, a sense of both 

reader and speaker reaching out to grasp each other’s hearts and minds and letting 

their readers know they are not alone in feeling what they feel.  All too often, we settle 

for the poetry of easy reaches instead of challenging ourselves to dig deep into our 

subjects and capture their many facets in order to get at the core of our experiences.     

 Even Zagajewski himself questions the motives of young American poets in A 

Defense of Ardor: 

  Why do young American poets pay so much attention to their immediate  

  family and neglect a deeper reality?  Why are there so many mediocre  

  poets, whose triteness drives us to despair?  Why do contemporary  

  poets—those hundreds and thousands of poets—agree to spiritual   

  tepidity, to those small, well-crafted, ironic jokes, to elegant, at times  

  rather pleasant, nihilism? (141-2) 

If I am any evidence, his words ring true.  I followed the tired maxim of “write what you 

know” with determined rigidity.  What I failed to consider is how narrow my point of view 

was and how limited my poems became as a result.  While they may have spoken to 

me and my experiences, my poems did not rise above mediocrity or triteness.  They 

remained wholly superficial exercises which had no yearning to understand the larger 

world outside myself.  Neither my subjects nor my treatment of them had anything in 

them that would ease Zagajewski’s despair at my and many American poets’ “spiritual 

tepidity,” our half-hearted attempts that resemble a lively engagement with our subjects 

and the emotions which spring from our examining them but fail to invoke a change in 
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our and our readers’ spirits.  I had no appreciation for the other end of the continuum:  

learn about what you don’t know and write about it in order to discover your self.      

 Sadly, “spiritual tepidity” and “ironic jokes” have seeped into contemporary 

American poetry.  I’m particularly struck by a recent issue of The Missouri Review, a 

magazine founded by my favorite poet and a man who is the antithesis of this 

unsatisfactory poetry, Larry Levis, which features Gabriel Welsch’s series of 

telemarketer poems.  These poems in which the caller speaks to poets about their 

products are at once clever and disappointing in their emotional sparseness.  For 

example, “The Telemarketer Means to Call Baker About Erectile Dysfunction but, in a 

Misdial, Winds up With Simic” manages to capture Simic’s emotional directness and 

precise diction in which there are no excessive words, yet the joke fades fast.  The 

poem begins: 

  Good evening, sir.  I am calling you 

  because you asked for more information 

  about our product, Rigida, the natural 

  erectile enhancement… 

 

     I didn’t do that. 

 

  Is this Mr. Baker?  I should have asked that 

  right away.  So, you’re not Mr. Baker?  

 

     No.  Who are you? 
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  [Pause] Well, that’s not really, you know, 

  important.   

 

     I know who you are.  (31) 

Welsch captures the telemarketer’s voice and tone quite well, which is the problem.  

What does a telemarketer’s offer about an erectile enhancement drug reveal?  Is it that 

the poet is trying to even the score with David Baker, poetry editor of The Kenyon 

Review, for previously rejecting his work by implying Baker’s sexual dysfunction?  Can 

the poem offer much more than a gentle snicker about imagining an irritated Charles 

Simic on the other end of the line, wondering how and why he’s being called?  The 

poem succeeds in conjuring criticism about an oversexed, pill-happy America, but it has 

no emotional urgency, no move to incorporate a larger, looming issue in the world that 

deserves commentary and perhaps change.  The poem is a game, and little else.  By 

the time Welsch shows how an imagined Simic’s pointed replies hit at the telemarketer’s 

innermost insecurities about her life—“You know the taste of air here, don’t you? / 

Sugared with all you lack?” to which the telemarketer can reply only “[Sniffle] Stop 

seeing what I see” (32)—I have already lost my focus.  The stanzas leading to this 

revelation have eaten away at my attention.  I don’t care how “Simic” affects the 

telemarketer, nor do I care about the poem as a whole.  The poem’s occasion is trivial, 

which leads to trivial emotions in the reader.  The moment is so individual to the poem’s 

speaker that I cannot enter into her world and experience the desperate longing to not 

feel as hollow as the “Simic” in the poem suggests she is.  I don’t care that his 
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assertions drive her to “sniffle.”  I don’t care about the poem’s irony, considering how 

poorly-crafted it is.  And most important, I don’t care to read any other poetry by Gabriel 

Welsch.   

 I can appreciate how moments in poetry are intensely personal and afford 

readers the opportunity to feel at one with the poet, which is an effect I have often used 

in my own work and for which I feel sometimes guilty.  In poems like these, I feel I 

haven’t done enough to generate emotions in the reader.  But this isn’t to say that I want 

pity, either.  I want my poems to speak to something much larger than that.  I suppose 

empathy might be a place to start, but it is all too often confused with sympathy.  

Though I may be wrong or giving people too little credit for not recognizing the 

difference, sympathy in my eyes suggests a superficial appreciation of what another 

person is feeling while empathy entails that larger emotion of which I speak:  an intense 

recognition, awareness, sensitivity to, and identification of the feelings, thoughts, and 

experiences of another person without having these emotions being fully and explicitly 

communicated to the reader.  Though sympathy is easy to get, empathy is hard, 

perhaps even impossible, to achieve considering how private an emotion empathy is.  

But we must still try to dig deep and witness its traces in our lives.  If we don’t, our 

poems will not transform us or our understanding of the world.  They will instead forever 

be plagued by and greeted with apathy. 

 This kind of indifference shouldn’t serve as the sole vehicle for creating poems, 

but those in the opening section of Tony Hoagland’s What Narcissism Means to Me do 

exhibit this “spiritual tepidity,” a lack of extending beyond one time, one place, and most 

important, one very limited perspective.  Hoagland’s work from the section titled 
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“America” speaks of RadioShacks, MTV, Delaware congressmen who revel in sexual 

misconduct and do so with an appropriately conceived sense of satire.  Yet I can’t help 

but wonder just how much this kind of poetry sets American poets back because we 

look to each other for guidance and inspiration.  As Zagajewski declares, “Surely we 

don’t go to poetry for sarcasm or irony, for critical distance, learned dialectics or clever 

jokes… from poetry, we expect poetry.”  For me, Hoagland’s “America” poems with their 

sarcasm and irony do not have nearly as much to offer as his other work, the true poetry 

which develops multi-faceted emotions and has emotionally-complicated speakers.  For 

instance, in “The Change,” the speaker examines how a tennis match in which an 

African-American woman trounces “some tough little European blonde” marks the 

passing of the Twentieth Century.  Hoagland opens: 

  The season turned like the page of a glossy fashion magazine. 

  In the park the daffodils came up 

  and in the parking lot, the new car models were on parade. 

 

  Sometimes I think that nothing really changes— 

 

  The young girls show the latest crop of tummies, 

   and the new president proves that he’s a dummy. 

 

  But remember the tennis match we watched that year?  (11) 

The flat diction, the suddenness with which the speaker switches topics, even the topics 

themselves which range from the new president's dimness to the new car models 
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suggest in the poem a spiritual indifference, a total lack of interest in getting his hands 

dirty as he examines the poem’s core and what it has to reveal.  Hoagland can’t invite 

me into the poem’s heart, because it has none.  This poem is a CNN ticker’s headline 

crawling across the bottom of a television screen, not a true, well-reported story of the 

speaker’s change. There is little, if anything, in the poem that grabs me and challenges 

what I think about the world and why I think it.  Instead the poem moves along the page 

word by word, line by line, leaving me feeling helpless and hopeless because I have no 

work to do as a reader.  No great understanding is to be revealed in the poem; 

everything is right at its surface.  To paraphrase Zagajewski, without complexity and 

depth, the poem’s triteness drives me to despair, not a feeling of being enlightened.   

 As “The Change” continues, the speaker describes the match and how despite 

himself, he roots for the European blonde instead of the “big black girl from Alabama,” 

who does in fact triumph and is rewarded for her victory: 

  And the little pink judge 

    had to climb up on a box 

  to put the ribbon on her neck, 

 

  still managing to smile into the camera flash, 

  even though everything was changing 

 

  and in fact, everything had already changed— 

  Poof, remember?  It was the twentieth century almost gone, 

  we were there, 
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  and when we went to put it back where it belonged, 

  it was past us 

  and we were changed.  (12-13) 

For me to have any idea what has changed for the speaker, who has insulated himself 

from anything remotely resembling feeling, I need to see shifts in the poem’s tone, 

diction, and emotion.  They can’t remain stagnant or one-dimensional.  And yet, no 

emotions have been developed in the poem, so how can it be that the “we” has 

suddenly been altered by what has transpired in the tennis match?  Perhaps there has 

been some change, but it is so inwardly focused that only the speaker can be certain of 

what this transformation is.      

 Along with “spiritual tepidity,” Zagajewski’s criticism of poets settling for “small, 

well-crafted, ironic jokes” is apparent in Hoagland’s work.  “Impossible Dream” begins 

with such irony: 

  In Delaware a congressman 

   accused of sexual misconduct 

  says clearly at the press conference, 

        speaking 

    right into the microphone, 

  that he would like very much 

     to do it again.  (18) 

Enjambments and the use of spacing play up the opening stanza’s suspense as it finally 

winds down to a punch line, but this excerpt does little else for the poem.  After readers 
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chuckle for a moment at Hoagland’s cleverness, they are moved quickly and forcefully 

to a new focus:  a woman listening to the radio while painting “in red nail polish / on the 

back of a turtle” (18).  Though using the congressman’s declaration might at first appear 

to be a satisfactory means to begin the poem, closer examination reveals how much of 

an egregious poetic sin Hoagland has committed.  He has not challenged his readers at 

all.  Rather, he has belittled his audience by using a joke to catch their attention instead 

of earnest, well-crafted poetry.  Humor has a place in poetry.  It can disarm and 

complicate our reactions to what is happening.  However, the stand-up routine 

Hoagland uses in the first stanza is wholly unnecessary.  Instead of building to the 

poem’s conclusion, the opening appears tossed in strictly for comic effect, a moment of 

self-indulgence that easily could have been left out entirely.  Hoagland’s narcissism 

shows itself with little concern for the readers or even the poem.  In contemporary 

American society, we can laugh at these moments of political whimsy, but how do they 

translate to future generations or even now to other countries?  When done right, 

poems with historical references, like Yeats’s “Easter, 1916” for instance, have an 

important place in the poetic canon.  They translate to other countries and ages 

because what drove the poet to write about the incident, whether it is the yearning for 

freedom or trying to denounce unspeakable atrocities against others, is common to us 

all.  They are not singular moments in history; their importance transcends such 

limitations and speaks to every person.  The beginning of Hoagland’s poem, though, is 

not motivated by concerns as deep-seeded as the fight for freedom; scandal drives it.  

His “America” poems deal with particular historical moments and feel merely topical 

because their focus is so narrow.  They have little charm or importance outside a very 
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select audience and are therefore unable to speak to a larger, deeper reality.  Nor do 

they reach to other moments in history, which is a move that would compound the 

poems’ current meanings and make them richer and more encompassing than they 

otherwise might be.  These poems come across as written solely for the poet, which 

defeats the purpose of having a willing audience.   

  This is why I am grateful for the Eastern Europeans.  They make me search 

within myself more deeply than I had thought was possible in poetry.  They present an 

inherent wisdom from which all poets, no matter what nationality, should take note of 

and aspire to achieve.  I am reminded of Czeslaw Milosz’s poem “Dedication,” an 

elegant poem which questions and then answers what poetry is supposed to do.  Milosz 

writes: 

  You whom I could not save 

  Listen to me. 

  …………………………………………… 

  What strengthened me, for you was lethal. 

  You mixed up farewell to an epoch with the beginning of a new one, 

  Inspiration of hatred with lyrical beauty, 

  Blind force with accomplished shape. 

  …………………………………………… 

  What is poetry which does not save 

  Nations or people? 

  A connivance with official lies,  

  A song of drunkards whose throats will be cut in a moment, 
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  Readings for sophomore girls. 

  …………………………………………… 

  That I wanted good poetry without knowing it, 

  That I discovered, late, its salutary aim, 

  In this and only this I find salvation. 

  …………………………………………… 

  I put this book here for you, who once lived 

  So that you should visit us no more.  (77) 

Instead of the poet saving himself or herself as in contemporary American poetry, 

Milosz, perhaps the greatest contributor to the Eastern European tradition, realizes what 

poetry’s aim should be:  saving others.  He doesn’t want his simple, earnest lines to 

become “readings for sophomore girls.”  Though guilt and the burden of survival may 

have been the poem’s genesis (“What strengthened me, for you was lethal”), the poem 

is not only a means for self-healing because the speaker is compelled to share the 

salvation he has found in poetry with as many people as possible.  From the poem’s 

first sentence, we see how much Milosz’s speaker cares for others.  Even those he 

couldn’t save at first, he can’t forget:  “You whom I could not save / Listen to me.”  As a 

poet, Milosz understands he has a responsibility to make his readers confront the world 

in all its splendor and pain, overcome the obstacles it presents, and know the calming 

salvation words can offer.  Whether we know it or not, we “want good poetry” so that we 

can be healed.  The trick is in knowing where to find it.  Thankfully, the Eastern 

European tradition has given us more than just Milosz when it comes to good poetry 
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that demands our attention and rewards us with beauty, understanding, and a sense of 

connection with others.   

 Adam Zagajewski is another poet who must be mentioned in this discussion.  

Like Milosz, Zagajewski understands how necessary it is to reach outward in his poems, 

a characteristic that is lacking in many corners of contemporary American verse.  The 

beginning stanzas of Zagajewski’s poem “Europe Goes to Sleep” points to a difference 

between how Americans and Europeans connect with others, a reading that can easily 

be extended to a discussion of the American and European poetic sensibilities: 

  Europe goes to sleep; in Lisbon aging 

  chessplayers still knit their brows. 

 

  Gray fog rises over Krakow 

  and blurs the contours of venerable sails. 

   

  The Mediterranean sways lightly 

  and will be a lullaby soon.  (11) 

America and its citizens are very young, perhaps too young to see the larger 

ramifications of what else has happened and is happening in the “poor mute world,” 

especially when compared to the “aging / chessplayers” of Portugal.  These old men 

and women have an intense concentration as they play their match, which is a skillful 

description of the thoughtful mind games Europeans have had to overcome as civil and 

world wars besieged the Continent.  Even more poignant is the next couplet:  “Gray fog 

rises over Krakow / and blurs the contours of venerable sails.”  The “gray fog” looms 
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over the Polish capital, referencing the suffering and death Poles had to endure at the 

hands of Nazi Germany.  I’m reminded of the oppressiveness gray clouds can have 

over us as they block the sun, but also how the “gray fog” brings to mind the smoke and 

ash emanating from concentration camps.  All the good Germany has produced (its 

“venerable sails”) is clouded by the destruction of a single political and social agenda.  

But as quickly as these references are made, Zagajewski changes pace and soothes 

us:  “The Mediterranean sways lightly / and will be a lullaby soon.”  Not only can he 

engage our pain and suffering, he can also quiet us with images that speak to us 

tenderly.  But this capacity seems to be lacking in America and its poetry.  The poem 

closes: 

  When Europe is sound asleep at last, 

  America will keep watch 

 

  over the poor mute world 

  mistrustfully, like a younger sister. (11) 

This conclusion comes as a slap to the faces of Americans, yet what Zagajewski insists 

on is largely true.  Zagajewski’s ability to encompass a range of emotions is in stark 

contrast to what I see is being achieved in much of America, which watches over the 

world “mistrustfully, like a younger sister” who must still undergo a great deal of 

maturation.  Skepticism hovers all around us in America as we each wait for the other 

shoe to drop.  There has to be a catch for us; some great secret has to be hidden from 

view.  Instead of learning from the horrors, we Americans have a tendency to 

concentrate our attention on the painful moments, reliving them in the vain hope that 
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they might reveal to us a larger truth or understanding about life.  The self-help culture 

we live in does us more harm than good as we focus on self-healing instead of cultural 

healing.  We narcissistically assume that because we feel pain, others do as well.  We 

burrow into this pain, envelope ourselves in it, and cloud ourselves from seeing that 

these personal moments are in fact too personal.  We trap ourselves in our pain and 

torture ourselves with it.  Zagajewski would never say as much, but I can’t help but see 

how impossible it seems for America to go to sleep as peacefully as even war-scarred 

Europe does since our self-importance has bled into our poetry.  The present is 

everything to many contemporary American poets, but this thinking will never work the 

way we want it to.  It blinds us to what we need to do:  find a way to experience life 

despite its troubles, to write poetry that echoes through the ages, past, present, and 

future.   

 Astute political commentary and reflections on philosophy and art are common 

territory in Zagajewski’s poems, which is no surprise considering the political upheaval 

in Poland in the decades following the end of World War II.  Once again, Eastern 

European poets had to make a great effort to find their identities in an ever-changing 

world.  Former national boundaries were done away with as land was up for grabs in 

Poland and the Soviet Union.  New political ideologies were being founded, which were 

then debated or revolted against because people had vastly different ideas on how 

government should work.  Zagajewski writes because he sees how many people he 

must awaken to the atrocities of the establishment.   

 Despite the political leanings of his poetry, what has always struck me in reading 

Zagajewski’s work is how often I encounter a solitary figure, a speaker pained by history 
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and personal loss.  In “Lullaby,” he writes, “No sleep, not tonight.  The window blazes. / 

Over the city, fireworks soar and explode. / No sleep:  too much has gone on” (147).  

While cultivating a deep sense of individualism, Zagajewski’s poems also promote 

community.  Though the insomnia is private, what has caused it—the “too much [that] 

has gone on”—is not.  Others can feel what the speaker is experiencing.  Privy to his 

speakers’ innermost thoughts, we are invited to be moved as their descriptions rise 

above ugliness and praise the mutilated world, to become these pensive souls’ friends 

and allies as we accompany them along the page and in our imaginations.  The solitary 

speaker then is not alone at all.  Rather, he shows us how connected we are because 

we have so much to gain from one another.   

 Zbigniew Herbert’s poems are more demure than Zagajewski’s, but Herbert 

infuses a depth into his work that might transcend his fellow Pole’s.  The directness with 

which Herbert writes forces his readers to engage fully in the poem’s occasion.  For 

Herbert, there seems to be little time for dilly-dallying.  What has transpired must be 

tackled immediately.  Take for instance “Five Men”: 

  They take them out in the morning 

  to the stone courtyard 

  and put them against the wall 

 

  five men 

  two of them very young 

  the others middle-aged 
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  nothing more  

  can be said about them.  (58) 

Zagajewski’s lush style, his flair for making even the ugly beautiful, does not inhabit 

“Five Men.”  Herbert’s straightforward style hits us where it counts:  in the heart and in 

the imagination.  Though “nothing more / can be said about them,” we cannot allow the 

incident to exist in such sparseness.  Herbert challenges us to create the poem’s scene, 

the circumstances that prompted the firing squad, and ultimately the violence being 

perpetrated on these five men.  He will fill in some of the blanks later in the poem, but 

he lets our curiosity compose most of the poem’s beginning.  The first section’s mystery 

ensures that Herbert will have an attentive audience as the poem continues.   We want 

to follow along with these men.  We want to know what happens.  We want to know 

what the speaker’s reaction will be.  Herbert makes us do as much work as he does in 

these opening lines—a thoughtful and clever gesture if I’ve ever come across one.  He 

does not take us for granted, but rather obliges us, letting us decide whether to 

empathize with the five men or not.   

 In the poem’s second section, Herbert reveals details about the deaths: 

  when the platoon 

  level their guns 

  everything suddenly appears 

  in the garish light 

  of obviousness… 

 

  the nostrils will be filled with biting smoke 
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  a petal of blood will brush the palate 

  the touch will shrink and then slacken 

 

  now they lie on the ground 

  covered up to their eyes with shadow 

  the platoon walks away 

  their buttons straps 

  and steel helmets 

  are more alive 

  than those lying beside the wall (58-9) 

For as much as I’ve been lectured at in workshops for having abstractions in my poems, 

Herbert uses one with ease and cunning.  If “the garish light / of obviousness” had not 

followed the guns’ leveling, then the description wouldn’t have worked at all.  But with 

the right timing and context, Herbert makes these lines surprisingly clear and 

accessible.  Instead of distancing the reader, the abstraction gives us the opportunity to 

fill in the blanks, to create mentally both the scene and the emotions which must be 

going through these men’s minds.  This in turn allows us to involve ourselves more 

deeply in the world of pain and death that Herbert has created.  Herbert’s abstractions 

are difficult to handle at first, but once we realize that they allow us to make the poem 

ours, too, through the imaginative and interpretive work that he forces us to perform as 

we read, then we can see the beauty and ingenuity of the poet.  He continues in the 

third section, revealing his suspicion that he hasn’t done justice to his subjects:   

  I did not learn this today 
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  I knew it before yesterday 

 

  so why have I been writing 

  unimportant poems on flowers (59)     

Herbert has every right to feel justified in writing his poem, but he second-guesses 

himself, calling his work “unimportant.”  Herbert is not acting humble here; he sincerely 

questions his abilities and the usefulness of commemorating these five men’s lives.  

The deep-seeded obligation to eulogize them because they might have been saved if 

someone, like him for instance, had been willing to act haunts him.  Nothing in these 

lines is overblown either.  He describes his insecurity with a beautiful quietude.  There 

seems to always be coyness to the Eastern European poets’ work, a sense that they 

shouldn’t reveal everything because the reader also needs to work to fully grasp the 

situation’s gravity, which is a trait I have always found admirable.  They see how much 

they must still learn about life and death and how poetry deals with each.  Whatever 

their level of fame, they still see themselves as students.  They are mature and self-

assured enough to realize they have not learned everything there is to know about 

poetry.  Much more is yet to be discovered.  On the other hand, many young American 

poets are blinded by arrogance and self-centeredness and thus refuse to look outside 

themselves.  They do not, as in Herbert’s closing lines of “Five Men,” use poetry to 

“offer to the betrayed world / a rose” (60) as a way of healing others.  They prefer to 

keep the rose under glass as a symbol of their self-importance.     

 But this is not the case for all poets.  Some recognize how young they are and 

attempt to make themselves as old and shrewd as possible.  How does this happen, 
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one may ask?  By reading, of course.  I for one have had professors repeat this tenet to 

me over and over again.  And for very good reasons, too.  My life will never be as 

worldly as I might like it to be.  I have little chance of meeting such political and 

philosophical roadblocks as Zagajewski, Herbert, and other Eastern European poets 

had to encounter.  I can still try to understand others’ lives, however, by going outside 

myself and coming to appreciate the difficulties and joys different groups of people 

experience: 

  [R]ead biographies, treatises, essays and political analyses.  Read for  

  yourselves, read for the sake of your inspiration, for the sweet turmoil in  

  your lovely head.  But also read against yourselves, read for questioning  

  and impotence, for despair and erudition…. Read your enemies and your  

  friends, read those who reinforce  your sense of what’s evolving in poetry,  

  and also read those whose darkness or  malice or madness or greatness  

  you can’t yet understand because only in this way will you grow, outlive  

  yourself, and become what you are.  (Zagajewski 189-90) 

I worry that many American contemporary poets are too narrow-minded to see the good 

in this, particularly in light of the Twentieth Century’s most notorious form of illiteracy:  

writing books instead of reading them.  In all the workshops I’ve taken, professors have 

reiterated the need to read as much poetry as possible so that we might become well-

rounded writers and readers.  Should this need to be said?  Shouldn’t all writers be 

forever curious about what their poetic forefathers and foremothers have written, what 

their peers are writing?  No, it shouldn’t need to be said, and yes, we should turn to 

others in order to grow because as T.S. Eliot notes, “What is to be insisted upon is that 
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the poet must develop or procure the consciousness of the past and that he should 

continue to develop this consciousness throughout his career” (6).  Unfortunately, this 

kind of development does not always happen in America where we too readily praise 

the arrogant and egotistical Bukowski and dismiss the thoughtfully probing Bogan.  

 Despite qualms about American poetry, there still exist figures who are examples 

of what we American poets should aspire to.  Larry Levis springs immediately to mind 

as a poet who manages to see that his poetry is part of a legacy which future 

generations of poets will read, be challenged by, and serve as a model for what verse 

must do.  His poems are haunted by the influence of the South American surrealists and 

the Eastern European tradition, especially Zbigniew Herbert, who taught with Levis at 

UCLA in the early 1970s and who inspired Levis to write the beautiful lyric “For Zbigniew 

Herbert, Summer, 1971, Los Angeles.”  The second stanza begins: 

  Once a poet told me of his friend who was torn apart 

  By two pigs in a field in Poland. The man 

  Was a prisoner of the Nazis, and they watched, 

  He said, with interest and a drunken approval . . . 

  If terror is a state of complete understanding, 

 

  Then there was probably a point at which the man 

  Went mad, and felt nothing, though certainly 

  He understood everything that was there: after all, 

  He could see blood splash beneath him on the stubble, 

  He could hear singing float toward him from the barracks. 
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  ………………………………………………………………… 

  Maybe I have raised a dead man into this air, 

  And now I will have to bury him inside my body, 

  And breathe him in, and do nothing but listen-- 

  Until I hear the black blood rushing over 

  The stone of my skull, and believe it is music. 

 

  But some things are not possible on the earth. 

  And that is why people make poems about the dead. 

  And the dead watch over then, until they are finished: 

  Until their hands feel like glass on the page, 

  And snow collects in the blind eyes of statues. (60-61) 

In reaching out to Herbert, Levis has created a wildly imaginative yet focused poem.  

Like the Eastern Europeans, he has taken from agony and found the piece of hope that 

still remains.  Levis has kept his eyes and ears open to Herbert, both stylistically and 

emotionally:  “And now I will have to bury him inside my body, / And breathe him in, and 

do nothing but listen.”  Herbert’s influence maintains a large hold on Levis to the point 

where Levis is obliged to approach this dead man’s memory with as much empathy and 

compassion as Herbert did.  Even in the passive act of listening, Levis is doing much 

more than many American poets do.  Unlike him and the Eastern European poets, all 

too often we don’t acknowledge what has been before us, what is with us, and what will 

come.  Poetry that fails to see this becomes forgettable, locked in space and time to the 

point that it no longer speaks to people.  Poets like Milosz, Zagajewski, Herbert, and 
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their Eastern European peers remain accessible and poignant to all generations.  They 

have faced tragedy and joy and are not afraid to examine themselves and their world in 

order to understand what makes them human, what makes them poets.   

 Poetry is not meant to be stagnant, so we should never be limited in our search 

to speak of the world and how we come to relate to it.  I certainly don’t want to write 

poems that will be forgotten, poems that feel all too hollow even to me.  I’ve done 

enough of that in the past few months to ever want to fall into that trap again.  Though I 

haven’t experienced much (thanks to my typical American, suburban childhood), that 

doesn’t mean I am limited to my own personal drama, my insignificant exchanges with 

people, or hollow observations about life.  At times I have fallen into a poetic funk, and it 

should be no surprise that these periods coincided with a lack of reading.  But reading 

doesn’t solve everything.  A poet must also challenge himself or herself to go beyond 

the quotidian and search for poems that speak as loudly to the past and future as they 

do to the present.  For me, I have learned to embrace everything from poems to short 

stories, from biographies to works of art, from personal experiences which transcend my 

own life (I hope) to my family’s history.  But when my poems do fall short of my 

expectations, I know who I can turn to in order to regain the depth of meaning and 

emotion I want my poems to have.  I turn to my Eastern European countrymen.   
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PART II 

TAKEN IN: POEMS 
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One 
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Walking Through the Weeds off Number Ten 
 
Walking through the weeds off number ten 
I found my ball, a shanked drive, nestled 
under the chin of a dead deer.  Judging by size, 
it couldn’t have been much older than a fawn— 
 
or maybe it was, and I couldn’t tell the difference.   
I’ve never been familiar with animals,  
how they graduate to adulthood.   
These matters have never had easy explanations. 
 
I reached out the head of my three-iron, 
tried to retrieve what I’d lost there, 
but I poked too far, jammed the steel edge 
into the dark mass at the deer’s throat.   
 
Then, like a daisy’s first delicate petals 
after a long winter, maggots sprouted  
from the wound, writhed in the red-caked down,  
squirmed for cover in the untrampled grass. 
 
My father called to me.  We had to play on.   
I looked into the deer’s eye, imagined it still  
clear and brooding, knew what I had to do:   
I left the ball, scuffed and stained green, a sign  
 
someone had lost, and walked to the first cut of rough. 
I dropped another, perfectly white, on the grass, 
played it for three holes until one angry swing cut  
the dimpled shell, made it common and unclean. 
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From a Window 
 

 after Montale  
    
A cloud of freezing air unhooked itself. 
Raindrops continued to beat against  
the windowsill like forgotten songs 
becoming whole again. 
Times like these I could have been  
a half-way respectable man.   
If you were awake, I’d have called  
you to peer through the glass with me; 
you could see how the leaves fade 
from red to ocher, then fall  
by some predetermined order 
no one understands. 
    
But your sigh kept time. 
You slept through the rain. 
You might have seen an amber leaf  
clutch a branch, wondered why  
it bothered to hold on at all. 
That would have been your beauty.   
    
Then a breeze, squeals: 
the neighborhood children hurtling 
their bodies in the air.  
Only gravity could pull them back to earth. 
Leaves scattered,  
waited to be piled again.   
    
All this, and you didn’t move once. 
So on a rainy Sunday morning,  
by a foggy window, I lamented how  
everything could fall so terribly,  
like I had. 
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On Phosgene, 1917 
 
      Phosgene, carbonyl chloride… instead of  
      signaling danger by a halogenlike smell,  
      had a deceptive scent like fresh-mown hay.   
      This sweet, rustic smell, redolent of hayfields of 
      their boyhood, was the last sensation   
      phosgene-gassed soldiers had just before they 
      died. 
       — Oliver Sacks, “Stinks and Bangs” 
 
Troops of doughboys carve through Europe, 
over hills of mass graves, German hands  
peeking through the crimsoned mud. 
Italian convents no longer hide guns  
or God.  They shiver at mortars’ bellows 
under the weight of constellations.   
Iced, khaki wool entrenches their bodies.   
Playing poker around the fire 
with cards of women clad only in sly smiles,  
they imagine tables of lasagna and brasciole,  
stuffed cabbage and pork loins, recipes grandma  
brought home.  They hear her muttering  
in strange tongues as she washes the dinner dishes.   
“I May Be Gone For A Long Time” scratches 
its way through the family’s meager radio  
as the world quiets for the night.   
 
This is not home, but strangely familiar 
for the newly-initiated, good Southern sons 
and Midwestern farmboys, as they sharpen 
their hearts and bayonets.  A gas canister  
whistles through the morning fog,  
and the smell of fresh-mown hay slips  
about the trench, numbs them from this warning sign,  
and they are back home, breathing deeply. 
Chickens cluck.  The wind inches open,  
then slams the storm shutters. They bundle 
hay with their fathers.  That last soothing  
tryst in the barn loft….  But around them,  
grizzled soldiers with dozens of steel tags  
in their tattered packs fumble in ecstasy  
for their masks.  Their green brothers are  
far away even as unfiltered air seeps into them,  
begins the measured transformation   
to bubbling acid.  The hardened men can barely see  
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through the dust covering their new round eyes  
as they assault the barbed-wired field; 
they still hear that first tender echo of a cough.  
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Transplants 
 
Gnarled roots crisscrossed under grass  
and concrete for twenty-odd years. 
They devoured the earth’s marrow and drank 
rainwater bled through the topsoil.  They grew 
so obese they cracked the neighbor’s driveway 
once; my father tried to make amends before 
his passing.   
 
  Now I pay for the Blue Spruce.  
I watch as the tree that once wobbled on  
the living room stereo my first Christmas  
is dug up, moved hundreds of miles to  
my house.  Metal against flint sounds a sharp ping  
as the men drive their shovels down, pause  
to shrug off this mistake, then choose  
the best tendrils to exhume.  Exposed to us,  
the main root stares back, shy in its guilt 
for hiding for so long.   
 
   Then the tree topples,  
raining fine green needles.  It reclines on the grass  
after decades of light famine from the house’s shadow.   
Its gaunt back faces hazy clouds overhead.   
I watch black-shirted landscapers huddle around  
the roots, shroud the fibers in ivory sheets, and deposit  
the mass of needles and wood on the back of a flatbed. 
 
The procession of trucks turns the corner; I remember  
cursing my father every winter as I held the wooden  
ladder while he positioned each string of white lights  
over the stubbly branches precisely, a blue-collar  
sculptor refining his work.  Hands decked in splinters,  
nose red and runny, I always promised myself 
next year I wouldn’t help him no matter  
how magical the tree would look once lit.   
  
Now I stand beside the hole, the pile of dirt to be  
returned to the emptiness, and I imagine a new scene:  
the scrawny back sprouts wild with limbs  
and needles; the roots mingle in the nourishing earth  
of another town.  And I wonder if someone might finally  
forgive them for cracking a home’s foundation. 
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On Felix Gonzalez-Torres’s Untitled 
       Tell me what you eat, and I’ll tell   
       you what you are.    
        — Brillat-Savarin 
 
Wide eyes took in Hopper’s looming lighthouse 
and Kandinsky’s rainbowed rooftops. 
Fingers pointed to the passion and care  
of each framed piece in perfectly effortless unison.  
And as I watched them basking uncouthly,  
I felt the green pangs lodge in my stomach.  
Resentful and defeated, I walked along the museum 
hallway’s bare walls, listened to the soft clap of my soles 
on the hardwood floor.  I passed cold, steel sculptures— 
or were they workers’ scaffolding, who can tell?— 
and purple velvet ropes escorted me to the exhibition space, 
its sad, intricate Navajo serapes clothing no one. 
 
Each piece, each vacant step, moved me  
closer to another set of ropes, this time a thin yellow, 
shin-high, marking a vast rectangular perimeter. 
On the tawny floor, I saw thousands upon thousands 
of wrapped, pale-green candies, then a note taped just outside 
the sugared quadrilateral:  Mr. Gonzalez-Torres requests 
you take one piece in order to transport his art into the world. 
I kneeled and reached as far as I could, picked a cube 
as close to the heart as possible.  I held it between 
my thumb and index finger, observed how the track  
lighting glinted off the wrapping, a thin sheet  
of cellophane spotted every so often with an exclamatory  
RANG!, an unsubtle message meant only for me. 
 
I ran outside to the graying afternoon and sat on  
the rim of a fountain.  A gentle breath came, blew a mist  
of plumed water onto my hair, neck, and hands; I shivered  
in delight as I untwisted the twirled ends.  I unfolded  
the cover, eager to know what it was to be art, to have 
this green replace the covetous other.  As I went to place 
it in my mouth, it slipped through my still-wet fingers, 
floated on the water’s choppy surface like a tiny buoy. 
I watched its sharp corners wither, swore it turned 
the liquid the faintest green like drops of gasoline  
rainbowing an April puddle.  Sitting there, alone, I knew art 
and knowledge must taste alike.  A biting sour apple. 
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Recycled Books 
       
      Come back to me, Gongyla, here tonight, 
      You, my rose, with your Lydian lyre. 
      There hovers forever around you delight: 
       A beauty desired.  
        — Sappho, “Please” 
 
The creaky stairs tell me someone’s  
coming so it’s time to stop letting  
my finger drag over Moore, 
Rich, Bishop as if I’d found  
home again.   
  I scan the paperbacks 
for someone and slip a worn Sappho  
from the rough, wooden shelf. 
I open her, flip through her sweetly 
bitter verses, the urgent longings 
for a simply-satisfied heart. 
I turn to her inside cover to look 
for the penciled price and find 
a red-penned note instead: 
 
My Adam, 
I’d been waiting too long.  And I stopped 
hurting because of you, for you.  This is 
for everything we’ve done, will do.     
  Your love, Lauren 
 
I notice love’s e, how it transforms 
from a letter to a flourished, horizontal  
figure-eight tucked beneath the four- 
lettered word.  Then I wonder what ended  
their collected verses, how small a sum  
the book was taken back for. 
    I thumb 
through Sappho once more and hear   
her whispering in throaty syllables, 
There hovers forever around you delight. 
I return her to the rest of the unwanted 
words, the ones you read and see  
in dreams and still can’t ever believe. 
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Future Love Poem Beginning with a Line by Larkin 
 

Marrying left your maiden name disused, 
but who’s to say you would have stayed 
whole even if you kept it?  Looks are 
always traded for wrinkles in the end 
 
—sagging under the weight of squandered 
years and good not done.  Like a sun 
in some long-dead galaxy, the glow of your 
eyes would have vanished eventually 
 
regardless of the last name I handed you. 
Trying to bridge the hapless current 
between us was futile:  I was me, 
stagnant and oblivious to the deluge 
 
you sank us in.  And you drowned 
in me long before it receded, left 
behind souvenirs of its swelling: 
uncapped lipstick, tan pantyhose hung 
 
over the silver curtain rod in the shower, 
a hasty and barely legible note which read, 
I’ve lost myself because of you. 
It wasn’t signed our name, or even yours. 
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Departures 
 Flying to Cleveland Hopkins International Airport 
 
I write this on a folded-out cocktail napkin 
thirty thousand feet above rivers  
that branch like veins and arteries.   
I write this to tell you how tanned and verdant 
parcels of earth are marked off in neat squares, 
like postage stamps dispirited Illinois farmers  
profit from, or try to for that matter.   
The growth industry is a gamble like no other.   
But maybe these humble men and women,  
their land passed down as the only insufferable  
heirlooms great-grandparents could muster,  
thrive and make my miserly appraisal look foolish. 
 
What do I know of the tens or hundreds of lives 
dedicated to each tract of land, lengthy labor,  
their faith in growth and hope?  
They have to be more hard-working than I am,  
a man who pieces words together for a living 
and can barely do that well enough to make you feel 
appreciated, understood, maybe even loved.   
When the flight attendant comes to collect  
my apple remnants, I slide this bit of paper  
beneath my arm, protectively, until she passes.   
It is only for you; maybe a little for me, too. 
Yes, foolish is a good word for me. 
 
I write this to tell you between aged, wooden fences 
and prickly pine trees, there is a heart cut into the earth,  
a shimmering pond flowing in tight ripples, 
oblivious to a Midwestern December’s cold and ice.  
It is the earth letting me see what I am missing. 
And know that I watched you walk out the terminal,  
hips swaying like a pendulum.  Because you are womanly  
but strong, your hand didn’t linger at your eyes.   
It brushed my leaving away, quickly, the only moment 
you could be vulnerable.  I understand.   
 
I write this because I must tell you I whispered 
your name a few minutes after takeoff  
over wherever it was I thought you were, 
each syllable dropped like a spring rain, 
or a Pentecostal flame, to renew you and me 
and everyone.  This could be my success. 
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Taken In 
 
I prepared for salvation in slow, smooth breaths  
as my father neared the black, wrought-iron gates  
and white letters on a green background announcing 
 
Riverside Cemetery.  Scheming older sisters taught me 
the reward of not breathing in the dead souls we passed.   
The sinful spirits, they said, would seep into me  
 
with every mouthful of air, push me closer to an eternity  
every little Catholic boy and girl had burned  
into their conscience. I had to hold my breath until  
 
the manicured lawns and granite were indistinguishable  
in the rearview mirror from steel factories’ green roofs 
and smokestacks.  Only then could I be saved. 
 
I remembered how I’d suck all the air I could  
into my lungs, even chipmunking my cheeks  
for a few extra seconds’ worth….  
 
But I never saved myself.  All the hours spent  
in my room practicing for that moment,  
I never escaped the sisterly teasing of my failure.   
 
Feeling the unclean wisps inside me as I fell asleep, 
I begged that breathing faster might purge them, 
quell their insistence on turning me against myself: 
 
their adamant refusals spoken in my boyish voice 
to pick up my clothes, the blustery curse words  
I traded on the playground with my kickball opponents,  
 
my breathing curiosity about what lay so perfectly  
hidden under the girls’ plaid skirts at recess. 
Until once, mouth closed, breathing shallowly  
 
through my nose hoping they wouldn’t catch 
my cheating, my six-year old sister struggled  
to hold her breath, keep the spirits out.   
 
As her sun-kissed face struggled to a deep scarlet,  
the first sign of her failure, I noticed my older sisters 
cackling madly.  And I realized I’d been betrayed.   
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I envied the stones resting contentedly under the oaks  
and blurring by, one by one.  I cursed myself for believing    
salvation could be so easy, like some sort of prayer.   
 
I rolled down my window and breathed in deep gulps. 
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Two 
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Elegy With the Clacking of Train Tracks 
 

I.  
 
Once, when I was starting to become a man, 
my mother and I were stopped  
by the slowest moving train ever,  
a never-ending procession of metal and wood. 
Each boxcar ambled past, clacking over  
tarnished tracks two blocks before my aunt’s house; 
I knew she’d be stirring her tea in tight, agitated spirals, 
worrying over our tardiness.  Even old minds have  
a way of turning brief waits into eternities.     
 
Behind the striped gate for twelve minutes  
if the aging silver car’s clock wasn’t wrong,  
skipping seconds here and there  
so its death might come sooner, 
I watched bright red eyes emerge 
from their coal-black sockets and blink 
stop stop stop stop 
as the piercing whistle urged for cars’ caution. 
 
Ten-ton tractors and gasoline tankers slipped 
into the coming night, touring dirty Erie shores  
as Buffalo, Syracuse, Albany called to them.    
In the graffitied boxcars, I guessed,  
rusty hobos huddled over steel-drum fires 
cooking cans of corn as the car’s rattle 
sounded how hollow lives would soon 
be taken by hollow deaths. 
 
I never actually saw a man staring back, 
me safe and secure behind the unyielding seatbelt 
pushing down on my peach-fuzzed cheek and neck, 
but those men had to be there, forgotten  
by their families, remembered only by me.   
 
What sights the train must have revealed to them 
as it loaded cargo in aged and sullied trainyards,  
meandered along paths slashed into oaken forests, 
hastened through ceaseless deserts because 
a train goes where no one can or would want to,  
dropping its haul before departing for Alaska’s 
remotest region of ice and elk…. 
All its travels, the train alone knows  
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who feels the heart’s muted rumble,  
the dull, consuming ache to lead a man’s life.  
Then it was gone, only a clacking echo 
to serve as its lone and proper eulogy.  
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II. 
 
My aunt welcomed us with chocolate chip cookies 
chilled in the freezer the way I liked  
and orange Kool-Aid, a balancing act  
of sugar to water she perfected over time. 
I looked into her brown, sunken eyes, 
couldn’t help but notice how yellow  
her face was.  It had spread.   
 
Before I could look away she came to me, 
wrapped me in her easily-bruised arms, 
and tucked a Susan B. Anthony into my hand, 
a new silver piece to add to my collection. 
I heard the quickness of her breathing, 
short, labored pants like an old engine’s 
first puffs of fetid steam as it begins its journey. 
She didn’t know our delay ensured her 
enough time to adjust her salt-and-pepper wig  
just right, making certain clumps of hair  
too stubborn to fall away were covered, for us. 
 
As my mom and I ate and drank, the chocolate turning  
bitter on our tongues, we tried to ignore hospital bills  
stacked in neat piles on the mahogany desk  
for whoever would take care of them, 
the almost inaudible retching  
slipping underneath the bathroom door. 
It was all we could think to do.   
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III. 
 
That night, and several moonlit others after,  
even the most perfect dreams, ones I prayed  
to linger so I could feel as whole in life 
as I did in those first waking moments, 
were drowned by the urgent warning whistle. 
It sneaked into the narrowest gap between 
the window I was supposed to wash  
for my allowance and the frame whose white paint  
I picked at, nervously, while I waited  
for sleep and my schoolboy crush Carrie,  
her untroubled kiss, to come again.   
 
But only the sullen rush of trains miles away came, 
pleading for me, sobbing those frigid nights 
because in winter no one waits to place  
pennies on the tracks, no one weaves through  
the candy-caned gates daring the locomotive 
to push faster, chug harder, no one but me 
sees the space of pure air left in the caboose’s wake.   
 
And as the grandfather clock downstairs  
ticked its penitent sway back and forth  
like the first taxing turns of metal wheels over  
seams in the rails, a slow clacking song of passing, 
I felt oddly old as the night fell silent.   
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IV. 
 
In Freshman History, I learned of the Golden Spike 
at Promontory Point, Utah, joining of East and West. 
The United States was finally united by a railroad, 
my teacher said, We were one, we were a nation.   
But nothing is that simple.  There’s always a cost.   
I tried to imagine what being a Chinese man  
then was like, brushing red dust off silver coins  
thrown at my feet every Friday, if I was lucky.   
How each morning I’d pray for the cold  
not to shatter my bones from the inside out  
or a steel-toed kick not to jab me awake,  
tell me it was time to lay more track. 
 
Twelve-hour days under an unforgiving Utah sun, 
the metal sledge’s handle so hot my palms blistered; 
midnights listening to the coyotes’ hungry growls… 
To perpetually push east for the civilized America  
where I wouldn’t be hassled like in the gun-crazy  
mining towns of golden California wasn’t a choice.   
This is what men do to save themselves,  
to cure their wives from the shame of a listless life  
that could have been had an ocean away.   
 
Overworked muscles.  Fist-fight broken nose.   
Cheap labor.  That would have been me.   
But how much could I have taken?  
Could I have let my mind go, done my work, 
forgiven myself my foolishness to think  
I’d ever be a man and not a slur,  
allowed my body to collapse into a pile of ash  
and be taken East, finally, by the wind? 
 
No.  As the shimmering ceremonial spike was driven 
into the earth, I’d have opted for a hero’s death, 
my hands holding my beloved’s as we soared  
into a red rock gorge, in our ears the faint echo 
of the single telegraphed word observing  
America’s connection, its history-changing 
accomplishment, being clacked:  “Done.” 
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V. 
 
A month passed, then another.   
October was unseasonably warm, 
an Indian summer TV weathermen called it. 
The whole family stayed inside with her,  
glad for the man-made breeze circulating cold air,  
angry how her blood-speckled coughs blew about.   
 
Gathered by the bed in the living room,  
dismissing tubes of painkillers and bags of saline  
and urine, we watched her from the corners of our eyes.   
Thin, cracked lips.  Vacant, brown stare.   
Her once plump stomach caving in  
underneath starched, white sheets.   
We listened to the bed’s ugly clacking  
as my uncle lowered her so she might sleep. 
So she might sleep....   
 
In the kitchen my mother poured out 
the chalky chocolate protein shake 
my aunt couldn’t take more than two sips from. 
My sisters held hands on the couch, closed their eyes.  
At the dining room table my twin uncles and father 
searched the yellow pages for moving vans, realtors. 
In her bedroom my grandmother damned 
herself in two languages, Polish and English, 
for not dying before her eldest daughter began to. 
I slid out the front door, hid on the porch steps 
as the sun set, waited for the ride home. 
 
 * * * 
 
In two more days when my Mom knocked  
hollowly on my bedroom door,  
I pretended to be asleep, stared at the alarm  
clock’s rigid red numbers that never seemed 
to count higher.  I lay still when she opened it,  
not even allowing her a chance to ask. 
Then the door arced to a close. 
She left to visit her fading sister, alone.   
 
I waited a half hour to head downstairs, 
made certain the coast was clear  
before I went to watch television. 
High school football highlights.    
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Mr. Rogers’ trolley to the Neighborhood  
of Make Believe.  Mayoral debate recaps. 
A simple coyote furiously pumping a pushcart, 
chasing his dream, what made him tick, eastward. 
 
Then an urgent whistle.  I answered the phone.  
It was my uncle on the other end of the line. 
He asked if my Mom would be there soon, 
I said she would.  But he told me it didn’t matter; 
it was done.   
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VI.   
 
Once, slouching against a ballroom’s 
wood paneling, I watched my grandmother,  
the night’s honored guest, curse someone  
in two languages for printing her maiden name,  
her hometown, incorrectly.   
 
Born outside Lvov on a farm slashed 
from an oaken forest.  Married Stefan Klosowski,  
their joined hands muting the world’s rumblings.   
First child, Julia, born under August’s ruthless sun, 
her blue eyes unfazed by the garish light,  
her body unaware how fast it could turn  
against itself.  Second child, Adolf Steven.   
 
I looked at my grandmother, her shoulders’ stoop, 
the sudden, pained pursing of her lips  
as we drifted into her long-reclusive memories 
the story she never told:  early December,  
under shifting gray clouds, she wonders  
if she can lift the metal sledge once more,  
drive each spike home and prove 
her worth exceeded a bullet to her head. 
She hopes her husband, nowhere to be seen today, 
can do the same, satisfy the guards by removing 
granite piles laid across the tracks, dissenters’  
way of hindering the German progress.   
 
And then, as she sets another metal point in place,  
she thinks of her daughter, her little żaba,   
standing by the tracks, infant brother in the girl’s arms.   
The train’s slow clacking song begins again, 
a sign of my grandmother’s job well done. 
She holds her calloused hands over  
the little girl’s eyes so her żaba won’t see 
coal-black sockets peering back through  
the car’s wooden slats at her tiny, babushka-framed face. 
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VII. 
 
Empty echo of black high heels on tile,  
incense swirling in loose whorls 
toward the wooden beams high above, 
the choir director’s pointed gestures 
begging for the right note, please…. 
 
In the first row of Saint Bartholomew’s,  
I turned a silver dollar over and over 
in my hands, but it never warmed.   
The procession of wood and metal  
idled up the center aisle while I studied  
the coin’s matronly face glinting sunlight 
that slunk through the slightest gap 
beneath the stained glass window of Christ. 
Miniscule bump in her nose, below the bridge,  
interrupting the staggering slope to thin lips. 
Her stolid, sunken eyes staring nowhere.   
Frown lines confessing decades  
of rewarding and unwelcome sacrifice, 
no husband, no children to temper them 
day after day.  I saw the similarities.   
 
I think I heard them crying.  I don’t know  
for certain….  Yes, they must have been.   
Knowing in a few hours, maybe a day, 
her flesh and bone would collapse  
into a pile of ash, be placed in a tiny box 
and buried, it’d be the natural reaction.   
 
I thought of whatever else I could.   
How many of these hundred or so people  
would corner me with consolations. 
Bitter chocolate still loitering on my tongue  
from a Hershey’s kiss I sneaked before we left.   
How helpless I was with the subdued, striped tie  
before my father knotted it on himself,  
then swung it over my head for me  
to pull tight against my Adam’s apple.   
How perfect it’d be to revel in Carrie’s pitying looks  
during sixth period English the next afternoon.   
The seductive, childish freedom of trains 
and dreams of calls that shouldn’t be answered. 
   
Everyone filtered out the church in groups  
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or pairs, save me, alone.  I remembered 
a dirty joke a buddy had told me and laughed 
as the body slid into the back of the hearse. 
And I knew I wasn’t a man. 
Under the unforgiving sun, my smile faded 
like a steam whistle in the night.   
 
Then a familiar sound cut through the sobs, 
the church bells tolling, the robins’ plaintive chirps. 
It called after me in a gentle whisper:  
No one sleeps soundly, 
no matter how hard they pray because  
no one escapes the finality 
of the passing clacking of a train.   
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Three 
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Driftwood 

 
You’ve not been here in years, 
not since swearing off the lifestyle— 
skipping stone on the uneasy 
Erie waves late Fridays, 
roaming impotent vineyards. 
 
Sitting in the rickety, white-washed 
gazebo feels unfamiliar, 
like it did growing up. 
So you stagger down Lake Road, 
fumbling for that cigarette, 
past the Downtown district: 
public library with its pint-sized lions 
ushering no one through the mahogany, 
hardware store with its leaky roof 
and cracked display window, 
the one-room post office. 
You mull the past. 
 
How long has it been since  
you quit believing the nuclear clouds 
from Perry settled over the whole place 
at night, made everyone 
and everything glow?   
 
A block later, on the outskirts, 
you’re finally lighting your smoke. 
The sign reads, Welcome to Ashtabula. 
You flick ash into a puddle, 
step off the sidewalk, over the squirrel 
splayed in the street, the one who 
was desperate to leave and paid for it.
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The Turning 
 
You stared, waited for me to break  
the silence and a bat echoed  
his shrill against the cliffs,  
sounded his way through midnight’s  
forgetfulness into a distant cave.   
You mouthed,   
Who will help us? 
only to scamper down the shoreline. 
 
It was then I saw love turn 
and slip from your body onto the sand. 
Waves came and washed the sediment 
to places dolphins couldn’t reach. 
 
And everything fit, eerily: 
your face solemn as Niobe’s, 
your fingers reached out searching  
for a warmth in my hands that couldn’t be faked. 
I looked away; you walked on. 
 
Beyond the blushing edge of the sea, 
the sun waited for your return.  
But not a single breath in the surf, 
nor any gentle trickling behind boulders 
dotting the beach, nothing  
until a seagull’s squawk cut the salted air  
and prodded me from my stupor: 
What are you looking for? 
 
I offered no reply. 
All that was left was to watch  
the graceful, white V angle  
into the bloodied clouds.
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Poet at Seven 
 
Keep quiet and they won’t see me,  
the poet at seven thought, because in one afternoon  
he changed into someone else, unrecognizable  
to his playground kickball friends and the jump rope girls.   
 
He hid behind his chatty classmates, wishing no one 
would notice the frames, black and mottled brown.   
But after two years in his white polo shirt, 
navy pants, and dress shoes, bidding good morning 
 
to Sister Jeanette and Sister Annunciata,  
he was familiar with the significant limitations of wishes 
and prayer despite what Miss Waterwash taught, 
what mild but steadfast Mrs. Heramb believed: 
 
after all, he had no brother to speak of, just three sisters, 
no home run ball caught at his first Indians game, 
and no invisibility like at Mass with the Spirit,  
least appreciated member of the Trinity, Father Jamie said, 
 
a presence who hovered over God’s children not to be seen  
or completely understood, only felt, or on Sunday morning cartoons.  
He tried to stay more than five feet from the TV.   
His mother warned he’d ruin his blue eyes if he didn’t,  
 
but how could a boy remember to do everything he was told?   
Already, in mid October, he was forgetting how a month ago  
he’d shepherded lightning bugs into grass-filled jars  
with the graceless girl from three houses down who, 
 
in a few years, would grow tall and beautiful and fail to see him,  
and how he scrambled frantically down the sandy slope 
to mud-brown Lake Erie below to skip smooth, flat stones 
against the white-topped waves as Mom held diapered little sister, 
 
bouncing her in and out of the chilled, frothy tide.  So he stared 
at the top of his desk, the eight-inch groove cut into it which held 
his Laddie Number 2, hoping someone else knew the capital 
of Idaho.  He saw the door and wanted to tiptoe out, but his shoes 
 
always squeaked on the red and black checkerboard floor. 
In the church-like silence, his classmates looking idly  
at the cursive alphabet hanging high over the blackboard,  
avoiding Mrs. Heramb’s sharp eyes so they’d blend  
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into the classroom clutter like the chameleon Randall brought 
for show-and-tell, the poet at seven knew the answer  
would refuse to be left inside.  He raised his hand and heard 
his teacher say, “Why Michael, when did you get glasses?”   
 
Then his classmates’ murmured snickers.  He mumbled  
his answer to the shiny beige desktop reflecting  
his blurry features.  He was visible.  He felt their stares  
and mulled the ghostly white runnels he looked through  
 
for the rest of the school day, evaporated remnants  
of being noticed, not knowing years from then he’d see how  
the salty drops collected on his lenses’ concave surfaces  
was a necessary step in improving his vision.
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My Little Usherette 
 On Hopper’s New York Movie, 1939 
 
In the alcove, haloed by a plum wall sconce, you know the climax 
before the opening credits roll:  close-up of hero’s breath rising  
heavenward, carrying half-dead supplications to God  
for ten more feet, just ten more.  But why bother?   
He always survives, plants his tri-colored flag on the mountaintop,  
supplants God.  The act means nothing anymore. 
 
You lean your hips against the wall as the movie 
flickers for the fifth time today.  Your flashlight, tucked 
against the stiff, blue cotton uniform, has no use tonight:    
Mr. Balding two rows ahead calmly watches the screen,  
not even gasping when the hero’s toehold shatters.   
 
I won’t be any trouble either.  The way your supple fingers  
cradle your cheek has kept me hushed.   
I smell lilacs from my plush maroon chair.   
I know your thoughts.  At first they rush and twist faster,  
sharper than Coney Island’s Cyclone. Then they’re snow:   
distant, piling into wounded mounds.  You are immobile,   
casting shadows on the orange wall, its jagged cracks; 
you replay what you’ve done to yourself.   
  
The hero hugs his Sherpa companion atop the world.   
And yet, that mournful blink tells everything:   
like me, you long for a guide to lead you from the gray 
New York lingering outside, up those dirty sage steps  
to wherever the bathing red light above us comes from, 
that place where the stone column’s leaves spiral to forever and ever.
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Objecting to Your Narration of My Life 
 
    
     We’ve grown used to him; like everything else  
          you’re used to 
     he doesn’t stand for anything 
     and I talk to you about him because I can’t find 
     anything that you’re not used to; 
     I pay my respects. 
  
      — Seferis, “Narration” 
 
If that is what you think, never mind me.   
My purpose remains mine, as insignificant to you  
as young lovers fumbling to replace themselves with  
each other under a willow’s embrace. 
 
As I walk the streets, I see solemn wives  
slip from cynical husbands, no longer amused by songs  
once danced to, ones lifted from black grooves 
and sounded through a cold Victorian funnel. 
 
I know your night-time ritual when I pass. 
You lie in bed and try to hear 
the blood coursing through your veins. 
You hear nothing. 
 
This, this is what has splintered 
my reflection for years now. 
It took decades to learn the necessary trick 
of sideways glances into glass. 
 
I cannot meet myself head on. 
Neither can I know you, truly. 
So it is good you are accustomed to me  
and the slow, ponderous trickling of my eyes. 
 
Alone, I can absorb you all in peace. 
You do not need to pay respects. 
I require only your pain.
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Grete Samsa, Decade Later 
 
1. 
 
Asleep in her husband’s bed, 
Grete dreams herself back to poverty: 
she hears more than a garbled yes or no 
through the emaciated walls. 
Her brother’s nimble skittering 
along the coarse wooden floor  
while he waits impatiently for her violin  
to soothe his soft, insect sighs. 
 
2. 
 
Hair in loose blonde curls with gray hints,  
she wraps a chestnut fur boa around her neck 
and lazily drinks the morning’s 
second glass of chardonnay. 
Her children play on the lush carpet, 
repeat tales overheard from their grandparents  
of an uncle who turned his back on his family.   
She wonders if he’ll come to her again tonight, 
beg for more green-skinned cheese,  
a bowl of browned water, week-old bread. 
She wonders if she’ll refuse him this time. 
 
3. 
 
Slipping on the white silk chemise,  
the one her husband loves—he’s gone 
away on business—Grete readies herself 
for sleep.  Alarm clock, set.  Bedside lamp, 
clicked off.  Glass of water on the nightstand. 
Prayers whispered.  And as she drifts off, 
she clutches the hand mirror she’s kept  
with her in bed since she was seventeen 
so the next morning she might quickly confirm  
nothing’s changed.
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Pastimes 
 
Stop commanded the officer’s white-gloved hands, 
so we stood on the cracked curb.  My father squinted 
to hold back the newly peeked sun’s rays, and I waited,  
anxiously, to go to that cavernous stadium  
a summer late, the summer after his first promise  
because then I couldn’t walk for weeks, my foot squashed  
beneath hulking Detroit metal and Akron rubber:  
my father’s accident, and mine.  Everyone filed 
toward the stadium in measured steps to watch 
the Indians limp through an unseasonably cool June, 
loving these perpetual losers, even in failure. 
 
We walked, silently, as we did everything together,  
toward the lights on even at noon, perched high  
on the stadium’s aging roof which cracked and shed  
black tiles across fresh-mowed grass in right-center, 
behind the plate, hugging the line in left, so alone 
they could have been me, or someone like me.   
Sitting feet from the padded blue wall, I watched Snyder,  
an island to himself, guarding against a double 
pulled past the first baseman’s diving stab.   
Two seats from my father, I ate one of our smuggled  
McDonald’s hamburgers, one with too much mustard.   
A yellowed bitterness loitered on my tongue,  
and I wondered why my ear was so much slower  
than my eyes:  the ball zipped through the infield  
long before the quick crack meandered to me,  
echoed off the dirty brick wall behind,  
dissipated in the moist June air.  Or was the sound  
carried through the horseshoed stadium’s open end,  
sailing over Erie’s shallow waters, walleye and perch  
heeding the muffled meeting of ash and leather,  
toward Canadian shores to a girl with pigtails and glasses  
on the swing her father pieced together, just for her,  
a duty-free gesture, if one ever existed?   
 
I looked at my father.  His bushy, black eyebrows. Mine,  
fair and sparse.  Brown eyes.  Blue.  One sign:  our shared chin.  
He stared at Candiotti’s deliberate delivery, knuckleball  
floating into the oversized catcher’s mitt and mouthed,  
They use big ones for him. Never know where it breaks,  
laboring to string even this trivial message together.   
I nodded unsurely and wondered how a glove 
so simply could fix that broken “it.”  We shared  
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the obligatory father-son sign of unity, a high-five, 
as Mel Hall sauntered around second base,  
fireworks bursting in red and blue asterisks high above  
the centerfield bleachers no one sat in anymore.  
He winced as I raised the wooden-planked seats  
on either side of me and slammed them in ugly unison  
to drum beats meant to rally the Tribe from an 8-2 deficit,  
two outs, none on, Clemens still hurling BBs in the ninth. 
From a section over, a beer-stained voice yelled, 
Fucking Indians.  Another moaned, Why do they bother? 
But then the third strike held my father’s chin to his chest:  
a handful of words between us.   
    After the game, 
we walked back to the car.  I lurched across 
the crumbling overpass as trains rumbled under us. 
And there, I remembered him driving as I sat 
in my mother’s lap.  My hysterical pleas to not peel  
the red-soaked sock from my swollen foot went ignored.   
At the train crossing, gates down, I didn’t look.   
I eyed him as he did, gauged his pained squint  
before he turned back to the road, not to look at me again,  
not until my foot was bandaged.   
    Stopped, hand on the side barrier’s  
rusted metal, my father pointed to the choppy water.   
Afraid the bridge would collapse if I came near him,  
wary how excited his face was, how eagerly he wanted 
to show me what he saw, if only trust was there,  
I stayed in the middle.  And he shrugged, knowing men  
can’t be islands; boys and fathers, another story.   
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Bridge Over Pymatuning Lake, Early May 
 
On the bridge which straddles Ohio and Pennsylvania, 
there’s a turnout for fishermen, a stretch of concrete 
paid for by Buckeye and Keystone taxes, 
a silver nickel for each dollar spent on cigarettes and booze. 
Over four years, too many times to count, my father driving,  
me in the plush gray passenger seat drifting between  
home and college my stomach knotting under the weight  
of unwanted knowledge, I watched plaid-fitted men  
recklessly park rusted pick-ups and delicately remove  
rods and reels their wives had balked at because 
no one needs something that fancy to catch a walleye,  
a fish as dumb as it is ugly, its spiked dorsal fin  
and barbed teeth evidence of how out of time and place  
even a fish can be.  And I imagined the husbands’ replies: 
There’re a lot of different fish to catch out there, 
and I’ll buy what I want to buy, dammit.  It makes me happy. 
Hell, woman, I could catch a man with this thing.  
And, mostly, they were right to defend their extravagance, 
after the past ten years of marriage communicated  
in grunts and sighs.  Five kids who call biweekly now.   
A lifetime following the ten mandates, mostly,  
except for number three (or was it two?) every now and again.  
High-strain graphite rods with smooth, cork handles.   
It’s the least they could do for themselves.  
Under flocks of gulls that swooped and parted like the sea 
of so long ago, the men balanced their lives on a rod  
which kept them from feeling the weight of things 
haunting their bones in the hours before it rained. 
 
My blue-collar father and equally practical mother 
never saw any of this, never stopped at the turnout.   
They wouldn’t understand what might be learned. 
But driving back to Pennsylvania in early May,  
alone, graduation the next day, I wasn’t embarrassed  
to pull over.  I sat on man-moved rocks carefully arranged  
to cut down on erosion, monuments to industriousness,  
or slave labor if you asked the Union men who worked  
construction here.  The water didn’t notice it was supposed  
to slow, slapped the granite, splashed tight beads  
against my bare calves as each constellation slid higher  
in the slowly quenched fire-red sky.  To my right,  
I heard a murmuring in the reeds like a baby’s gurgling.  
Maybe it was only a few lonely frogs, or the muffled coughs 
of newly-christened teens sneaking one of Mom’s cigarettes 
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by the tunnel piddling boats skimmed through to cross 
from the lake’s choppy north side to the needlessly placid south.   
Either way, in the fading light, the world collapsed. 
An unnameable weight pushed on my chest, 
anchoring me to the rocks, a pillar who looked back 
too soon and stalled everything before him.   
A tiny motorboat sputtered out near an orange buoy.  
Minutes passed.  I held my breath.  The boat no closer to land.   
The people were trapped in the middle of the lake 
like in some story I heard when I was little, and then  
I wanted to step across the rippling waves to help them. 
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